RD 8 - RECAP
DIVISION
ONE
MEN
Gators 94 - Supercats 67: Arguably
Shepparton’s best win often season, the home
team upstaged Geelong, holding them to a score
way below what they’ve recently been delivering.
Justin Patton (31pts) stamped his class in the
win as the Gators ran rings around the
Supercats. Best for the visitors was Lewis Varley
(16pts). It would have been a very quiet drive
back home.
Thunder 86 - Energy 69: Another win for Keilor
as their dream start rolls on. A 51-27 run through
the middle quarters blew this game open with
Chuck Long (24pts, 13rbs) and Jordan Coleman
(20pts) leading the charge for the winners. Once
again everything for the Energy was left to
Deondre McWhorter (31pts, 18rbs), while
Kourtlin Jackson was held to 13pts on 3/17
shooting. A lack of points off the Energy bench is
a growing concern.
Seahawks 91 - Jets 82: A timely win for
Warrnambool, though they didn’t have it all their
own way and needed a 30-14 third period to gain
a winning edge. Xavier Blount (23pts) and Jay
Rantall (20pts) entertained the home crowd,
especially with team dropping 15/27 triples at a
55% clip, while for the Jets it was Javari Williams
(17pts) leading five players in double digits.
Black Angels 91 - Thoroughbreds 67: You
rarely get a bad performance from Melb Uni, win
or lose they are always honest in their effort and
against the lowly Thoroughbreds that effort
resulted in a big win. Liam Norton (27pts)
dominated for the home team, while Nick
Masunda dropped 16pts off the bench. For
Melton, Ivan Harris scored 23pts in a 40min
performance.

Gulls 86 - Cougars 83: Little separated Chelsea
and Keysborough in what was a very
entertaining game. In a tight last quarter, the
Gulls hit 6/6 from the charity stripe in the last 21
seconds to claim victory. Corey Standerfer
(26pts, 18rs), Matt Brasser (21pts) and Ben
Jacobson (18pts) delivered the goods for the
home team, while Keysie was best served by
Jonny Kloester (22pts), Dan Biber (19pts) and
Ben Morwood (18pts). The absence of Calvin
Enge was a telling blow for the Cougars.
Steelers 54 - Thunder 68: It was tighter than
they would have liked, but Keilor soldiered on
with a tough win on the road. Staggeringly,
Western Port put up 26 more shots for the game,
but a lowly 29% shooting clip proved costly.
Jordan Coleman (23pts) completed a great
weekend for the Thunder, while for the Steelers it
was Kade Marra (22pts) keeping the scoreboard
ticking over.
Vikings 87 - Venom 86: Warrandyte somehow
snatched defeat from the jaws of victory,
seemingly on the way to a win against the
unbeaten Vikings until everything went south
down the stretch. The home team went on a
34-17 run over the final 10 minutes, including a
24-10 run in the final six minutes. It was a win
the Venom deserved, but they couldn’t stop
Blackburn’s late burst. Jack Roberts (21pts) and
Sam Cass (19pts) came up big when it most
mattered to overshadow all the great work Andy
Clough (25pts) and David Moore (17pts, 14rbs)
had done for the Venom.

Shepparton 94 def Geelong 67
Keilor 86 def Latrobe City 69
Warrnambool 91 def Sunbury 82
Melbourne Uni 91 def Melton 67
Chelsea 86 def Keysborough 83
Western Port 54 lost to Keilor 68
Blackburn 87 def Warrandyte 86

